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Fragrance for her

Fragrance for her

YVES SAINT LAURENT

JIMMY CHOO

Eau de parfum 30ml
Yves Saint Laurent signs a new opus of addiction with
the launch of Black Opium. The shot of adrenaline of
a glamorous yet impertinent heroine, always looking
for more… Addictive? Definitely. Black Opium is a
unique composition where the electrifying energy
of black coffee meets the assertive femininity of white
flowers in a vibrant, sensual and addictive contrast
of light and dark.

Eau de parfum 60ml
This bold fragrance blends fruity top notes with
seductive woody tones. Presented in a gorgeous,
jewel-coloured bottle, it’s just as glamorous as the
brand’s coveted killer heels.

Eau de Parfum

Black Opium

£40.50 / €57
SAVE £11.50
High street price £52

save
£11.50

£46.50 / €65
SAVE £10.50
High street price £57
FRUITY

save
£10.50

FLORAL

ORIENTAL

ESTÉE LAUDER

VIKTOR & ROLF

Eau Fraiche 100ml
The cult favourite fragrance is back for summer,
Bronze Goddess Eau Fraîche Skinscent. Feel the heat
with a sensuous, sun-drenched blend of bergamot,
warm Amber, Tiare flower and vanilla combined with
delicious creamy coconut. All heat. All desire. Let the
sun worship you.

Eau de parfum 50ml
The first fragrance from Viktor & Rolf is a unique
perfume that explodes into a bouquet of flowers.
This is destined to be a firm favourite this season.

Bronze Goddess

£47.50 / €67
SWEET

2

FLORAL

save
£13.50

£60 / €84
SAVE £15
High street price £75
FLORAL

save
£15

BOUTIQUE

SAVE £13.50
High street price £61

Flowerbomb
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Fragrance for her

Fragrance for her

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

HUGO BOSS

BOSS Ma Vie & Nuit
Pour Femme Duo

LANCÔME

La Vie Est Belle
Eau de parfum 30ml
La Vie Est Belle is Lancôme’s best-selling scent.
A luminous fragrance for a woman full of joy and
happiness. A sweet iris highlighting the most exquisite
raw materials of haute parfumerie: iris, jasmine,
orange blossom, patchouli, vanilla.

£39.50 / €55
SAVE £12.50
High street price £52
FRESH

FLORAL

save
£12.50

Eau de parfum 2 x 30ml
This set is inspired by the best-selling female lines
of Hugo Boss. Ma Vie to be used during the day
and Nuit during night. Created around a modern
cactus flower accord, Boss Ma Vie is a fragrance
inspired by the strong and independent women.
Boss Nuit is an ultimately feminine and sensual
fragrance with an unusual dazzling facet. The
opening of the fragrance is tempting and radiant,
just like a glass of champagne. Juicy white
peach adds a lively, fizzy character with an
enticing sweetness.

£44 / €62
SAVE £38*
*Based on equivalent
high street price in ml
of £82
FRUITY

STAR BUY

save
£38

FLORAL

MOSCHINO

MUGLER

Eau de parfum 30ml
Oh, It’s Gold! Sparkling elegance and intoxicating
sensuality.Discover the new fragrance of Moschino.
A real ode to femininity, intoxicating and conveying
delicious sensations.

Eau de toilette 30ml
Brimming with positive energy, the Alien Eau
Extraordinaire woman radiates splendour and
leaves a luminous, glowing and benevolent
fragrance in her wake. The sunny tiaré flower
blends with the essence of cashmeran wood
and the captivating neroli top note. A glowing
freshness in a precious crystalline bottle.

Fresh Couture Gold

£34 / €48
SAVE £8
High street price £42
FLORAL

£25 / €35
SAVE £14
High street price £39
FRESH

4

FLORAL

save
£14

BOUTIQUE

FRUITY

save
£8

Alien Eau Extraordinaire
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Fragrance for her

Fragrance for him

CALVIN KLEIN

Sheer Beauty
Eau de toilette 50ml
Sheer Beauty is all about a natural beauty without the
need for artifice. Bare-skinned and pure, she captivates
and enchants.

£24 / €34
SAVE £23
High street price £47
FRUITY

FLORAL

STAR BUY

save
£23

VERSACE

Versace Woman
Eau de parfum 50ml
Sophisticated, seductive, and above all else simply
drop-dead gorgeous. A contemporary scent radiating
with top notes of jasmine, wild rose, frangipani
leaves and bergamot, a heart of lotus, plum,
raspberry and Lebanese blue cedar over a base of
musk, grey amber and Hinoki wood notes. Versace
Woman is a definitive, delicious perfume for a classic,
feminine beauty.

£19 / €27
SAVE £27
High street price £46
WOODY

FLORAL

STAR BUY

save
£27

TRAVEL RETAIL

HUGO BOSS

BOSS Bottled
Day & Night Duo

EMPORIO ARMANI

Diamonds

£29 / €41
SAVE £11
High street price £40
FRUITY

WOODY

save
£11

Eau de toilette 2 x 30ml
The set includes one of the most successful male
fragrances from the last decade; Boss Bottled, a
distinctly masculine scent combining notes of apple,
geranium, cinnamon, clove and a sensual woody
base. Teamed with Boss Bottled Night, a supremely
masculine scent designed for after-hours pursuits!

£39.50 / €55
SAVE £44.50*
*Based on equivalent
high street price in ml
of £84
ORIENTAL
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WOODY

STAR BUY

save

£44.50

BOUTIQUE

Eau de parfum 30ml
Like a jewel, Emporio Armani Diamonds is a
multi-faceted fragrance. Fruity: lychee and raspberry.
Floral: rose, freesia and lily. Woody: vetiver,
cedarwood, patchouli and amber. It’s the ultimate
symbol of luxury and extravagance for a self-confident
and audacious woman.

EXCLUSIVE
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Fragrance for him

Fragrance for him
CLINIQUE

Happy for Men
Eau de toilette 50ml
Cool. Crisp. A hit of citrus. A refreshing scent for men.
Wear it and be happy.

£29 / €41
SAVE £9
High street price £38
FRESH

save
£9

FRUITY

HUGO BOSS

Dark Blue
Eau de toilette 75ml
Hugo Dark Blue is for men who want to experiment
and push the boundaries of pleasure and seduction.
Hugo Dark Blue is a refreshing, woody, masculine
fragrance. It has top notes of ginger and carries
hints of lime and cardamom, middle notes of
geranium, cypress and sage and base notes
of patchouli and benzoin.

UNISEX FRAGRANCE

£29 / €41
SAVE £16
High street price £45
FRESH

WOODY

STAR BUY

save
£16

CALVIN KLEIN

CALVIN KLEIN

Eau de toilette 100ml
A fresh and woody fragrance for men. It contains
notes of cucumber, citrus, lotus, green leaves, Sichuan
pepper, mirabelle plum, lavender, cedar, sandalwood,
guaiac wood, patchouli and musk.

Eau de toilette 100ml
A fresh citrus. Feel the desert heat – party until sunrise
– experience the energy. CK one Summer captures
the electric energy and free spirit of a desert ritual.
The threads of red-gold saffron set the festivities
ablaze, while the lime, citron and cucumber create
a feeling of the crisp air with an icy zing of freshness
against the fiery heat of the desert.
Bright. Energetic. Fresh.

Eternity for Men Aqua

PACO RABANNE

Paco

£19 / €27
FRESH
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£29 / €41
SAVE £23.50
High street price £52.50
FRESH

WOODY

STAR BUY

save

£23.50

£32.50 / €46
SAVE £7.50
High street price £40
FRESH

save
£7.50

BOUTIQUE

UNISEX FRAGRANCE

Eau de toilette 100ml
Paco is a fresh and invigorating fragrance that is
unlike any other. It is modern, young, accessible and
universal. This unisex scent possesses a blend of fresh
citrus, berries and musk to combine and create this
wonderful fragrance.

ck one Summer
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Beauty

Beauty

CLINIQUE

ELIZABETH ARDEN

Eight Hour
All-Over Miracle Oil
100ml
This light, silky formula is infused with beauty’s
newest favourite ingredient, Tsubaki oil, a head-to-toe
oil that leaves your face and body soft to the touch
and gives hair a beautiful shine. Your solution for
deep moisturisation.

£25 / €35
SAVE £4
High street price £29

save
£4

All About Moisture Set
Moisture Surge Extended Thirst Relief instantly
replenishes thirsty skin, keeping it hydrated for up to
24 hours. To water skin on the go, there’s Moisture
Surge Face Spray Thirsty Skin Relief. Eyes get All
About Eyes Serum De-Puffing Eye Massage. Helps
massage away under-eye bags, brightens and
refreshes on contact. Allergy tested and 100%
fragrance free. Moisture Surge Set contains: Moisture
Surge Extended Thirst Relief 75ml, All About Eyes
Serum De-Puffing Eye Massage 15ml, and Moisture
Surge Face Spray 30ml (promo size).

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

£32 / €45
SAVE £41
High street price £73

STAR BUY

save
£41

YVES SAINT LAURENT

Touche Éclat No.2

£21 / €29
SAVE £4.50
High street price £25.50

save
£4.50

TRAVEL RETAIL

CLINIQUE
No. 2
Luminous Ivory

Long Last
Glosswear
5 x 2.3ml
Lip gloss juiced up with eight hours of lasting shine.
Set contains five Long Last lip glosses in Sweet Tooth,
Happy Heart, Cupid's Bow, Love At First Sight and
Purple Crush. Allergy tested.100% fragrance free.

£29.50 / €41
SAVE £4.04*
*Based on equivalent high
street price in ml of £33.54
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EXCLUSIVE

save
£4.04*

BOUTIQUE

2.5ml
Touche Éclat is the must-have illuminating pen, which
conceals dark circles and highlights the features of the
face with every brushstroke. Enriched with a unique
anti-fatigue complex containing vitamin E, the exclusive
secret formula gives the perfect balance of hydration,
coverage and radiance, all in a click.
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Beauty

Beauty

LANCASTER

Tan Maximizer

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

BENEFIT

World O' Blushes Set
Sweep on a mile-high blush with this set of four
famous box o’ powders, including baby-pink
Dandelion, sunny-pink GALifornia and MORE!
Set includes: Dandelion mini, Rockateur mini,
GALifornia mini, Hoola matte bronzer mini.

£25 / €35

125ml
Get a lasting tan and hold on to your holiday feeling
for longer with new Tan Maximizer (face and body),
which prolongs your tan by up to one month. The
ultra-soothing and hydrating formula will calm sunexposed skin and provide immediate comfort,
while the reinforced Tan Activator Complex will boost
your tan as if you were still exposed to the sun. The
result? Your tan will be more intense, even luminous.

£21.50 / €30

BUY ANY
TWO BENEFIT
PRODUCTS
SAVE £5
/ €7

CLARINS

Take Off Grab & Fly
Face Essentials

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

STAR BUY

save

£36.50 *

All the Clarins essentials in a handy, transparent bag.
This Take Off Grab & Fly set contains: Instant Eye
Make-up Remover 30ml, Gentle Foaming Cleanser 50ml,
Eye Contour Gel 3ml, Hydra Essential Cream 30ml,
Beauty Flash Balm 30ml and a Toning Lotion 100ml.

£32.50 / €46
SAVE £36.50*
*Based on equivalent
high street price in
ml of £69

BENEFIT

They're Real! Mascara

£18.50 / €26
SAVE £3
High street price £21.50
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save
£3

BOUTIQUE

8.5g
What can’t this mascara do? It lengthens, curls,
volumises, lifts and separates lashes, and the longwearing formula won’t smudge or dry out. In fact,
94 per cent of users saw a dramatic increase in
the length and volume of lashes in a recent
consumer survey.
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Beauty

Beauty

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

O.P.I.

Infinite Shine Set
Get gel-like wear and shine in a lacquer-easy formula.
Infinite Shine looks like gel, but applies like a lacquer,
removes like a lacquer, and shines until you take it off.
In three easy steps get a durable look that lasts
10 days. The set includes the base coat (primer),
top coat (gloss) and four best seller colours; The
Beige of Reason, Running With the In-finite Crowd,
Unequivocally Crimson and Relentless Ruby.

£19 / €27

ALPHA-H

Liquid Gold

BUY TWO
ALPHA-H
PRODUCTS
SAVE £5
/ €7

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

50ml
The multi-award-winning ‘overnight facial’ from
Alpha-H transforms skin after just one use. This leave
on liquid peel contains naturally derived fruit acids
to help revitalise tired, ageing skin and lessen the
appearance of fine lines, enlarged pores, blemishes,
sun damage, pigmentation and scarring. Use every
other night. Packaging may vary.

£20 / €28
Beauty
HOt 100

2012

L'ORÉAL PARIS

So Couture
By Volume Million Lashes

£21 / €29
SAVE £5.97*
*Based on equivalent
high street price
of £26.97
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save
£5.97

EXCLUSIVE

EGYPTIAN MAGIC

Miracle Cream

59ml
This all purpose, all natural balm is made from six
of nature’s most powerful moisturising and healing
ingredients. Use as a facial moisturiser and eye cream,
hair treatment, lip balm, make-up primer, make-up
remover or hand cream. It can also be used to help
with dry skin conditions such as eczema and psoriasis.
Its formula also makes it perfect for preventing stretch
marks, scars and sunburn.

£20 / €28

BOUTIQUE

2 x 9ml
Adopt Haute Couture for your lashes. Enter the world
of Haute Couture and give your lashes the ultimate
refinement. Volume Million Lashes So Couture is a
high quality and luxurious mascara thanks to the finest
“Black Silk” Couture formula, which combines extra
black pigments and liquid silk. Volume Million Lashes
So Couture makes your lashes volumized, defined
and meticulously millionized with a superliner for
ultimate perfection. Two mascaras Volume Million
Lashes So Couture plus one Perfect Slim Superliner.

TRAVEL RETAIL

BUY TWO
EGYPTIAN
MAGIC
PRODUCTS
SAVE £5
/ €7
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We believe
in rapid,
REAL results.

Beauty

Transformative skincare products
formulated by experts for ageless beauty.

RECOMMENDED BY
BEAUTY JOURNALISTS
WHO CALL IT...

BITMORE ALLURE+

“A FACE-LIFT
IN A JAR”

Rose Gold Compact
Mirror Power Bank
Featuring two built-in mirrors (one normal,
SUCCESSFULwith white
one with 3 x100%
magnification)
LED ring lights
IN providing
REDUCING illumination.
DARK
There is alsoCIRCLES
a built-inAND
LEDPUFFY
indicator
letting you know
EYESexactly how much
power is left to use for next time. The
universal design means it’s compatible
with iPhone,NATURALLY
Android and
Windows
DERIVED
smartphones. Charging cable and iPhone
OCEAN PLANT EXTRACTS
connector included. iPhone not included.

INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLING
FORMULA

AND ANTIOXIDANTS

MARINE MIRACLE CRÈME

TRANSFORMULAS

Known by top beauty journalists simply as the
“face-lift in a jar”, the acclaimed Transformulas
Marine Miracle Crème is the ultimate prescription
for younger looking skin.

An exclusive and powerful treatment formulated with
Marine Miracle
Crème
mineral-rich algae, giant sea kelp and sea salt

STAR BUY

save

£34.95 *

Gifts & Accessories

50ml
extracts that detoxify, rejuvenate and hydrate the skin
working
to relax
the facial.
dermal layer and soften
Feel great in your skinwhilst
with this
luxurious
marine
facial to
contractions to fade lines
While its patented ingredient, Lysedine, works
lessenits
the
appearance of wrinkles
relax tired skin, reducing lines andand
wrinkles,
natural
blend of algae, seaweed
and
sea-salt
extracts
restores
Contains Centella Aisiatica - a small plant herb - that
firmness and elasticity for a fresh, inhibits
youthful the
look.
breakdown of collagen and
increases collagen synthesis.

£35 / €49

£19 / €27

MARINE MIRACLE EYEZONE

Exclusively developed for the delicate eye area,
Marine Miracle EyeZone is packed with powerful,
ultra-concentrated Aldavine – a formula combining
two unique marine algae polysaccharides – prescribes
immediate and fast results and relief from wrinkles
and dry sensitive skin for a more youthful and
radiant appearance.
The intensive anti-ageing eye treatment restores
and repairs the condition of skin tissue around the
eyes by instantly smoothing, rejuvenating and
nourishing the skin and is proven to reduce dark
circles, eye pufﬁness, wrinkles and fade
ﬁne lines with long term use.

SAVE £34.95*
Rooted in her fear and phobia of needles and the belief that there just had to be
*Based on equivalent high street price of £69.95
more out there than having to resort to cosmetic enhancements and procedures,
Transformulas founder, Rosi Chapman thought that women concerned with ageing and
the physical signs of ageing, like her and her friends, simply needed more options and
choices when it came to skincare that actually works.

“There’s no need to go under the knife”.
Become a Transformulas fan

Follow us @Transformulas

WWW.TRANSFORMULAS.COM

TRANSFORMULAS_MONARCH-ADVERT_210_145_V2.indd 1

02/06/2016 09:56

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

Bronze Shimmer
Dusting Brush
Get that sunkissed glow with this very easy to use
brush. All you have to do is press down on the brush
to release the powder and give your skin an instant,
natural-looking golden radiance!

£9 / €13

SUNKISSED
16

LA TWEEZ

Mystic Dreams Unicorn
Illuminating Tweezers
With a whimsical fairy-tale design that includes
a limited edition glitter finish, a bright LED light, highgrade stainless steel construction, and tips coated with
our new diamond dust technology, the Mystic Dreams
Unicorn tweezers deliver a magical experience both
in look and performance. For added luxury, each
tweezer features a Swarovski crystal on/off button.

£14 / €20

MAKEUP ERASER

Mini Makeup Eraser
Promising to make your life easier, saving you time
and money, the Mini MakeUp Eraser is designed
to remove even the toughest make-up – including
waterproof mascara and eyeliner, HD make-up and
lipstick – with just water. Simply wet with warm water
and rub in a circular motion to completely remove all
make-up effortlessly. Machine-washable and suitable
for all skin types. All natural, no chemicals and can
be used 1,000 times.

£9.50 / €13

BOUTIQUE

SUNKISSED
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Gifts & Accessories

Gifts & Accessories

ESTELLA BARTLET

Mini Jewellery Box
Shine Bright

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

The mini jewellery box from Estella Bartlett
combines elegant and classic styling with
practicality, making it the perfect gift or
self purchase. The box features compartments
for all different types of jewellery, keeping
your treasures safe on your travels.
Contents not included.

£19 / €27

TANGLE TEEZER

Compact Styler 'Prism'
The cult phenomenon for keeping your styal strand
perfect anytime, anywhere, has been given a
sassy makeover and now comes in this prism
design. This multi-award-winning invention is a
travel must, with its flexible teeth that detangle,
smoothe and add shine to the hair's cuticle –
reducing breakage,splitting and damage.

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

£10 / €14

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE
RADLEY

Happy Travels Tote Bag Duo
Designed exclusively for travel retail by Radley, the
Happy Travels tote bag two-pack features two nifty,
lightweight designs with internal zipped pockets to
keep little essentials in order. Each bag has an interior
zipped pocket for smaller items, shoulder straps and
different designs featuring paper aeroplanes, boats
and Scottie dogs.

SUPERDRY

Shockwave Sunglasses
Slimline Shockwave Sunglasses come in a classic
tortoiseshell colour with vintage green lenses, with
a rubberised finish for an ultra-comfortable fit.

£29 / €41

£18 / €25

SAVE £6
High street price £35

TED BAKER

Put pen to paper with this stylish touch screen pen
from Ted Baker, crafted in the delicate Chelsea Border
design. The twist-style, ballpoint pen writes in black ink
and doubles up as a touch screen stylus, complete with
a matching patterned zipped case. With the Ted Baker
logo printed on both the pen clip and the case, this
statement stationery piece is ideal for taking with you
on-the-go to take notes, write lists and jot down ideas.

£20 / €28
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SWIMSEAL

Protective Eardrops
7.5ml
Don’t let an ear infection ruin your holiday. Protect
your ears from problems caused by trapped water
with SwimSeal protective ear drops – the proven
solution. Minimum 100 applications per bottle.

£9.50 / €13

BOUTIQUE

Chelsea Border
Pen and Stylus

save
£6
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Gifts & Accessories

Gifts & Accessories

BITMORE

HD Aktiv Cam
Action Camera 4GB
Introducing the AKTIV HD Sports and Action Camera.
With its lightweight and convenient-to-carry-around
design, it has never been so easy to record and rewatch exclusive action-packed moments of your life.
This HD Sports and Action Camera captures up to
720p resolution, with a 2-inch LCD screen making
the playback of these videos super easy. It has a
specially designed waterproof case, allowing you
to film awesome videos up to 30 metres under water.
The camera is ideal for diving, skiing, drifting,
surfing, and any other water sport you can think of.
Accessories for your bike, helmet, car etc are included.
Features a 2-inch LCD screen, wide-angle 120 degree
lens, 4GB SD card included (max 32GB), built-in mic/
speaker, removable Li-ion battery and video format AVI.
Image resolution: max 12mp. Image file format: jpeg.
Functions: playback, timer, case waterproof to a depth
of 30m. Video resolutions available: 1280x720p,
640x480p.

GRADIENT

ASL Airlines Model Plane
This ASL Airlines model aircraft requires no paint or
glue and comes with its own display stand.

£8.50 / €12

£30 / €42

TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

LIFETRONS

Experience incredible sound with this stylish, Swissdesigned DrumBass Bluetooth Speaker. This ultra-light,
pocket-sized speaker with built-in speakerphone to
answer calls allows you to easily enjoy music wherever
you go. Designed with a metallic finish and faux
leather, it boasts up to 12 hours of audio playback
and wireless connectivity from up to 10m away.
Compatible with most smartphones, tablets, computers
and mobile devices, with a 3.5mm audio port or
Bluetooth capability. Rechargeable via USB. Storage
case and cables included. International warranty.

£44 / €62
20

BITMORE

BITMORE

Flexi Wireless
Headphones
These Bluetooth v4.1 in-ear sports headphones offer
a full and dynamic, all-encompassing sound with
solid bass. Lightweight in design, they also allow you
to pair up to two Bluetooth devices/mobile phones at
the same time.

£20 / €28
SAVE £5
High street price £25

save
£5

ChargeCard 4400mAh
The Bitmore ChargeCard 4400mAh is a compact, super-slim,
portable emergency charger capable of giving your phone
an essential boost of power when you need it the most! The
ChargeCard will give most phones at least one full charge with
a bit to spare. Ideal for powering and charging iPods, iPhones,
mobile phones, MP3s and other portable devices. It gives up to
30 hours charge for most mobile phones. It’s built with intelligent
overcharge and short-circuit protection. Charging tips included
for Android and iPhone 4, 5 and 6. Comes ready charged.
iPhone not included.

£15 / €21

BOUTIQUE

DrumBass Bluetooth
Speaker
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Watches

Watches

SUPERDRY

Black/Orange
Urban Watch
The Superdry Urban watch is a simply
cool, trendy and fun unisex timepiece!
It has a 38mm soft black plastic casing
and soft-touch branded silicone strap.
The eye-catching dial features bold
numbers and chunky arrow-shaped
hands in contrasting colours for easy
time reading.

£25 / €35
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Eco-Drive
Premium Strap
Men’s Watch
Military-inspired, this Eco-Drive watch
features a premium leather-backed
strap for comfort. Guaranteed
for five years.

£99 / €139
SAVE £60
High street price £159

STAR BUY

save
£60

SEKSY

SEKONDA

Swarovski
Crystal Rocks
Ladies' Watch

Blue and Red
Bezel Men’s
Watch
Sekonda gent's watch. Silver-coloured
case with blue and red bezel. Blue dial
with batons. Day/date. Black rubber
strap. Water-resistant to 50 metres.
Guaranteed for two years.

£28 / €39
SAVE £31.99
High street price £59.99

STAR BUY

save

£31.99

This watch is brought to you from the
Seksy Rocks Collection,wristwear by
Sekonda. Featuring a rose gold-plated
case with a dark grey stone-set dial.
The strap is set with rose crystal fine
rocks by Swarovski®. Guaranteed for
two years.

£83 / €116
SAVE £16.99
High street price £99.99

save
£16.99

SEKONDA

Rose Gold Ladies'
Watch
This stylish ladies’ watch from Sekonda
features a rose gold-plated, stone-set
case, and a silver-coloured sunray
dial with Roman numerals and batons.
A rose gold-plated bracelet perfects
this contemporary timepiece.
Guaranteed for two years.

£49 / €69
SAVE £10
High street price £59

save
£10

BOUTIQUE

SAVE £7
High street price £32

save
£7

CITIZEN
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Watches

Jewellery

ESTELLA BARTLETT

TRAVEL RETAIL

'Live as you dream'
Rose Gold Bangle

EXCLUSIVE

This beautiful rose gold plated bangle, from London
brand Estella Bartlett, is the perfect addition to any
outfit. Featuring an adjustable slider clasp the
polished bangle is engraved with the words ‘Live
as you dream’, a sentiment we can all aspire to.
The bangle comes with a gift card featuring the
same message, making it a great gift or self purchase.

£15 / €21

BELLE & BEAU
TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

RADLEY

Pocket Dog
Cream Ladies'
Watch

£50 / €70
SAVE £39.95
High street price
£89.95

STAR BUY

save

£39.95

Silver Sunray Dial
Grey and Lace
Ladies' Watch
Sekonda ladies’ Editions fashion
watch. Silver-coloured case. Light lilac
dial with lace pattern and silver-colour
batons. Grey strap. Guaranteed for
two years.

£20 / €28
SAVE £9.99
High street price £29.99

save
£9.99

Belle & Beau bring you this leather cuff bracelet,
inspired by the shimmering coast lines of faraway
places. The blush, gold and nude tones of the many
strands make this a piece that will complement every
outfit every day. Lines of sparkling crystals add that glitz,
and catch the light. Super comfortable, closed with a
magnetic clasp, this is an easy bracelet to wear. One
year guarantee.

SEKONDA

Rose Gold and
Nude Ladies'
Watch
This stylish ladies’ watch from Sekonda
features a rose gold-plated case and
rose sunray dial with Roman numerals
and batons. A co-ordinating strap
perfects this contemporary timepiece.
Guaranteed for two years.

£20 / €28
SAVE £9.99
High street price £29.99

save
£9.99

£15 / €21

AEON

Glitter Buckle
Rose Gold Bangle
This unique bangle is the perfect mix of modern
simplicity and sparkling luxury. Designed to resemble
a belt, its romantic rose gold plating and shimmering
glitter will get you noticed. Lift the buckle to open the
hinged bangle and adjust to your size by closing the
prong into one of the spaces. Presented in a gift box,
with an international one year guarantee.

£18 / €25
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TRAVEL RETAIL

EXCLUSIVE

BOUTIQUE

This irresistible watch features an
adorable dog emerging from a Radley
pocket bag on the dial. The elegant
gold case is complemented by the
soft, cream, genuine leather strap with
stylish stitching detail. Comes with a
two year guarantee and is presented
in a Radley gift box.

SEKONDA

Crystal Coast
Leather Bracelet
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Jewellery

Jewellery

EMOJEM

Fun Face Charm Bracelet
AURA

Tennis Bracelet
made with crystals
from Swarovski

STAR BUY

save
£45

Have some fun with this bracelet featuring 10 of
your favourite emoji faces. Made with 18K yellow
gold-plating to ensure a lasting wear and a luxurious
golden look. Supplied in branded gift box, this fun
item will bring you happiness this summer.

£15 / €21
SAVE £35
High street price £50

STAR BUY

save
£35

Add a bit of style to your wardrobe with this elegant
and timeless tennis bracelet. Measuring 18.75cm in
length, plated in 18K gold and made with shimmering
crystals from Swarovski®. This beautiful bracelet is the
perfect luxury gift for a friend or loved one.

£24 / €34
SAVE £45
High street price £69

KYOTO PEARL

AURA

Kyoto Pearl connects women from around the world
with unique, affordable and genuine freshwater pearl
jewellery. Striking in its simplicity, this multi-coloured
pearl bracelet is the perfect way to add a touch of
colour to any outfit.

Freshwater Pearl
Bracelet Trio

Friendship Bracelet
made with Crystals
from Swarovski

STAR BUY

save
£20
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save
£24

SAVE £20
High street price £35

Plated in 18K white gold and made with crystals from
Swarovski®, these classic studded earrings are a musthave for modern-day women. Packaging may vary.

£19.50 / €27
SAVE £29.50
High street price £49

THE GEMSELLER

Unisex Lava Bead
Bracelet
A bohemian stretch bracelet. Featuring a strand of lava
beads, accented with silver-toned rings and strung on
a stretch bracelet. This casual and funky bracelet is
perfect to wear on its own, or as a watch accessory.

£12 / €17
SAVE £17
High street price £29

STAR BUY

save
£17

BOUTIQUE

save

STAR BUY

£15 / €21

7-Piece Earring Set
made with Crystals
from Swarovski

£29.50

SAVE £24
High street price £39

Embellished with crystals from Swarovski®, white gold
plated and designed with an adjustable clasp, this
friendship bracelet is the perfect take on a classic
design with a modern twist.

AURA

STAR BUY

£15 / €21
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Onboard Café
Beer, Cider & Cocktails

BEER, CIDER
& COCKTAILS

Brewdog Punk IPA 33cl £4 / €6

Buy any two
for £7.50
/ €11

Stella Artois Lager Beer 33cl £4 / €6
Magners Original Cider 33cl £4 / €6

Hot Drinks
Twinings English Breakfast Tea £2.60 / €4
Kenco Rich Roast Coffee £2.60 / €4
Kenco Caffé Latte £2.80 / €4
Cadbury Hot Chocolate £2.80 / €4

Tails Passionfruit Martini 25cl £4 / €6

CADBURY
MINI FINGERS
HALF PRICE
with any
hot drink

Wine 18.7cl £4.50 / €7
Hardys Sauvignon Blanc White
Feather Falls Zinfandel Rosé
Contenda Merlot

WINE
Buy any two
for £8.50
/ €12*
*excludes Bottega
Gold

Fizz
Bottega Gold Prosecco
20cl £6.50 / €9
Nicolas Feuillatte Champagne
75cl £29 / €41

BOTTEGA
GOLD
Buy any two
for £12
/ €17

Spirits 5cl £4.50 / €7 (double measure)
Bacardi Rum
Bell’s Whisky
Bombay Sapphire Gin
Jack Daniel’s Whiskey
Smirnoff Vodka

SPIRITS
MINIATURES
Buy any two
for £8.50
/ €12

Mixers 15cl £1.50 / €2
Britvic Ginger Ale
R White’s Lemonade
Fever Tree Naturally Light

How to Pay
Proof of identity and address may be requested for credit
card purchases over £100. There is a purchase limit of
£200 per person per flight. Please be aware that the
issuing card company limits may vary. At the time of print
we were able to accept the following currencies. If our
policy changes, the crew will advise accordingly. Change
will be given in Sterling at the onboard exchange rate.
Currency denominations accepted:
Sterling (GBP): All denominations. Euro (EUR): 0.5,
1 and 2 Euro coins and 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 Euro notes.
We also accept Visa and Mastercard. Please note that
all Euro equivalent prices have been calculated at the
exchange rate of 1.4 Euro to 1 GBP Sterling.
We are unable to accept Visa or Mastercards with
expiry dates identical to the same month of travel. We
are unable to accept any type of Visa cards displaying
the electron symbol. We do not accept any type
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Soft Drinks
of prepaid cards or cash passports displaying the
Mastercard debit symbol.
Passengers will be deemed to have checked and
approved transaction details at time of purchase and
errors cannot be corrected thereafter. On occasion,
some items may not be available, for which we apologise.
When a product is not available, we may be able to offer
an alternative. If you require further information on any
of the products listed, please consult a member of cabin
crew. Travel Retail Exclusive = available to the travel
retail industry.
Faulty goods return policy
Within a reasonable time of purchase, we will refund the
price you paid for, or replace, goods which prove to be
faulty. Please return such goods, and relevant payment
receipt, to: Alpha LSG UK Ltd, Building 319, World
Cargo Centre, Manchester Airport, M90 5EX, United

Kingdom – stating the flight number, date of purchase
and whether you prefer a refund or replacement. Email:
customerservicesin-flightretail@alphalsg.co.uk
We reserve the right to make a refund if a replacement
is not available. ASL regrets that cabin crew cannot
make refunds or provide replacements for faulty goods
purchased on a previous flight. This does not affect your
statutory rights.
Please note that whilst we endeavour to ensure that
all price comparisons are correct at the time of going to
print, we do not make any representations or warranties
of any kind, express or implied about the completeness or
accuracy of the price comparison or that the prices used
are available or will be available on the high street or
online. Any reliance you place on the price comparison is
therefore strictly at your own risk.

Pepsi 33cl £1.80 / €3
Pepsi Max 33cl £1.80 / €3
San Pellegrino Limonata 33cl £1.80 / €3
Pip Orange Juice 20cl £2.50 / €4
J2O Orange & Passion Fruit
25cl £2.50 / €4
Robinson's Fruit Shoot
Apple & Blackcurrant 20cl £1.80 / €3
One Water 50cl £1.80 / €3
All Onboard Café products are subject to availability.

ONBOARD CAFÉ

Britvic Tomato Juice
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Onboard Café
Sweet Snacks
House of Edinburgh Shortbread 42g £2 / €3
Twix 50g £1.30 / €2
Maltesers Pouch 175g £3.20 / €4
Minstrels Pouch 210g £3.20 / €4

Onboard Café
HOUSE OF
EDINBURGH
SHORTBREAD
AND A HOT
DRINK
£4 / €6

Cadbury Giant Buttons 119g £3.20 / €4
Cadbury Mini Fingers 125g £3.80 / €5
BUY
ANY TWO
SHARE BAGS FOR
JUST £5 / €7
excludes
Mini Fingers

BUY
ANY PANINI
AND CRISPS* FOR
JUST £6 / €8

Tomato, Mozzarella and Pesto Panini

*Tyrrell's and
Pringles

Mozzarella, vine ripened tomatoes and pesto
in a grilled panini
£4.50 / €7

Bacon Panini
Unsmoked back bacon in a grilled panini
£4.50 / €7

Ham and Cheese Panini
Honey roast ham and cheddar cheese
in a grilled panini
£4.50 / €7

Savoury Snacks
Pringles Original 40g £1.80 / €3
Mini Cheddars 50g £1.40 / €2
Tyrrell’s Sea Salt & Cider Vinegar 40g £1.70 / €2

Kids’ Snackbox

Cheese Ploughman’s Snackbox

Goody Good Stuff Berry Mix, Cadbury Buttons, Cheez Cheddar Cheese, The Laughing Cow Cheese Spread,
Dippers, Hula Hoops, Fruella Apple Juice, Coloured
Jacobs Table Crackers, Branston Pickle, Silverskin
Pencils and Refreshment Towelette.
Onions, Carr's Table Water Crackers, Corkers Simply
Sea Salt Crisps.
£4.70 / €7

£4.90 / €7
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Paninis are subject to availabilty. Snackboxes contents may vary.

ONBOARD CAFÉ

Pringles Sour Cream & Onion 40g £1.80 / €3
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Elegant
Italian
Prosecco DOC
Superb
for parties
Delicate scents
of apples
Aromatic bouquet

Excellent aperitif
Perfect match
with every meal

Perfect
Italian drinks
for your
moments
of indulgence
Buy two bottles
for £12
Available to buy on board
www.bottegaspa.com

